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Abstract. Aiming at the problem of slow learning speed of reinforcement learning, TQL-RWKT-RRL
algorithm is put forward, which is based on tentative Q learning and knowledge transfer. Tentative Q
learning increases times of exploration in each iteration, and improves updating method of Q value function.
Knowledge transfer algorithm realizes knowledge transfer under different state space based on the method of
rolling windows. The path planning experiences in the simple small environment is transferred to more
complex and larger state space, which speeds up robot path planning learning speed in large and more
complex environment.
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1. Introduction
Reinforcement learning(RL) is the main learning method for robot learning [1]. RL uses reward or

punishment signal that comes from the experience of robot to improve robot performance. The slow speed of
convergence is a main difficult problem in RL algorithm [2].

There are two key factors affecting the speed of RL convergence [3].The first factor is the full and fast
exploration of state space. If exploration strategy is fully random, the exploration will be blind and the
learning process cannot converge. If action selection always takes greedy strategy, it is easy to fall into local
optimal solution or "local trap"(Local trap refers to the phenomenon that robots repeated backtracking
through some nodes). Two classical method to balance exploration and exploitation is greedy  and
Boltzmann exploration mechanism. greedy  strategy follows the greedy strategy with probability  , and
acts randomly with probability (1- ). If  is too large, there will be more actions to take greedy strategy;
and if  is too small, random actions will be increased. Boltzmann strategy chooses different selection
pressure according to different stages of learning, so it do not fall into the “local trap”, but it causes slow
convergence speed. The second factor for slow convergence speed of RL is the lacking of prior knowledge
of the environment. In the early stages of learning, robots have to spend more time exploring completely
unknown environments.

A lot of research work has been carried out to improve the performance of reinforcement learning.
Morozs [4] takes heuristic selection strategy and reward function to speed up the convergence speed. But if
the heuristic function is constructed improperly, it will make learning procedure trap to unfavourable
direction. Hierarchical reinforcement learning[5] approach accelerates the learning speed through breaking the
tasks into subtasks on different levels, then solving sub-tasks on a smaller state space, so subtasks’ strategies
obtained can be reused by multiple upper tasks. However, when learning in more complex environment or
unknown environments, task hierarchy is difficult to determine[6]. The strategy that transfer knowledge
between tasks can yield a remarkable speedup for learning process in the robot navigation task[7]. Bianchi[8]
uses the previous knowledge as prior knowledge while learning new task. But it requires the learned task and
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new task must have a greater similarity. Some researchers suggest making robot learn behaviour in an ideal
simulation environment, and then migrate the experiences to real-world environment. But to create an
efficient and accurate model of the robot and the environment is also a challenging problem.

Aiming at the problem of slow learning speed of RL, a new robot reinforcement learning algorithm
(TQL- RWKT-RRL) is put forward, which is based on tentative Q learning (TQL) and Rolling Window
based Knowledge Transfer (RWTK). TQL algorithm balances the use of exploration and exploitation, which
takes fully detection of successor states of each state and accelerates the learning speed. Rolling Window
based Knowledge Transfer (RWTK) algorithm applies the path planning experience in the simple small
environment to large state space in more complex environment, which speeds up robot learning speed in
large and more complex environment.

2. Tentative Q Learning
Q learning due to its needless to establish environmental model and ensure convergence under certain

conditions, become one of the most widely used reinforcement learning methods. The Q-learning formula is:
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In the formula, ts is the current state, ta is the selected action among all possible actions, 1ts is the next
state, tr is the received immediate reward after ta is executed,t is learning rate, and  is discount factor.

In the traditional Q-learning, at each learning step, it will use a strategy to select an action among all the
candidates, and update the selected candidate’s Q value. However, the Q values for other investigated actions
are not changed. So investigation processes for these actions are not recorded, and it is a waste.

The TQL algorithm will “test” all subsequent states in the current state. The so-called "test" is to refer to
examine the reward values of all subsequent states, and to update the corresponding Q values. The
subsequent state of the maximum Q value is then selected as the new state. The Q table update formula based
on the “test” results is as follows:
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In the formula, ati is the ith candidate actions, t is learning rate, γ is discount factor, rti is the reward on
the state sti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,n is the subsequent state number。

Based on formula (2), we choose the action with maximum Q value as the next action, and update the
corresponding Q value again. The update formula is set as:
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In the formula, argmax({ ( , )})ti tik Q s a , it selects the tentative action with biggest Q value as

candidate action.
The difference between the traditional Q-learning formula (1) and updating Q value in formula (2) is:

tentative action only examines and updates its successor action Q value, rather than to perform these actions.
After it selects the action with the maximum Q value, it updates the corresponding Q value again by
formulas (3) and (4), which strengthen the choice for the second time.

3. Knowledge Transfer base on Rolling Windows

3.1. Transfer strategy
The main idea of RWTK is: when the robot is on the starting point, it will firstly determine the relative

direction from current position to the destination position; and then use the rolling window method to
determine the path to destination. RWTK transfers the experiences in 4×4 grid environment to complex
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environments. When the robot steps out the window, the above process is repeated until it reaches the target
point. After initial path is established by RWTK algorithm, the robot applies TQL algorithm to do
reinforcement learning and explore the global optimal path.

In RWTK algorithm, obstacles will not be set in original simple environment, because the number,
location, and other factors of obstacles cannot be known. In reality, environment is constantly changing, a
simple representative and compatible environment is hardly to be found, let alone that transfer learning
experiences of path finding in a simple environment to a complex environment. And the negative transfer
can also be avoided. Simple environment designed here are 4×4 grid environment without any obstacle. Start
and end points are in the corners of the grid respectively, which can be grouped into two categories as shown
in Fig. 1. The first class is the start point and the end point on one edge and the second is the two points on
the diagonal line in the grid, respectively.

Fig. 1: Two universal settings of starting and ending points.

Assume that rb is the reward value of obstacles in the environment, rb is used to adjust the Q value at the
location of the obstacle during the transfer process. Assume that ( , )t t tQ s a is the Q value of transfer point in
simple environment. After transfer, the Q value is '( , )t t tQ s a .Then the updating formula of Q value is shown
in formula（5）.
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The implementation of transfer strategy is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: The implementation of transfer strategy.

3.2. Set the rolling windows
The scale of rolling windows is set as 4×4 grid map. The robot learning experiences in a simple 4×4

grid environment is applied to unknown complex environment by the rolling windows. But in the real
environment (as shown in Fig 3), robot has a total of eight target points of eight directions which can be used
as the migration endpoints. Then the robot must determine which direction is the fastest direction. The
method to choose the transfer endpoint is: to analyze the distance between the target point and each of the
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eight guide points, and then select the end point with the minimum distance. As shown in Fig.3, position S is
the robot position, and destination position is D. With S as the center point, eight guiding points can be found
namely D1, D2 ... D8. Determine the distance between each guiding points and target point, and then select
the guiding points with the minimum distance as the end point of migration. In the case shown in Fig.3, d8 is
the minimum distance, so choose D8 as end point of migration.

Fig. 3: Choose the guiding point of migration. Fig. 4: Simulation experiments map.

4. TQL- RWKT-RRL Algorithm Design
TQL-RWKT-RRL algorithm does the online plan by the method of rolling window information. At first

step of learning, knowledge transfer is carried out by RWKT method for the initial environment. And then,
robot applies TQL learning algorithms to explore global optimal path.

The steps of TQL-RWKT-RRL algorithm are:
(1) Get the robot start point and target point, and obtain the Q value of small window to be transferred.
(2) Determine the guiding point, establish a rolling window. And transfer the Q value of small window

to rolling window according to the formula (5).
(3) Determine whether the target point is in the rolling window. If it is in, conduct an exploration of the

map using TQL until the target point is reached, then turn (7); Otherwise, turn (4).
(4) Determine whether the robot is in the rolling window, if is in, turn (6); Otherwise, turn (5);
(5) Determine the guiding point and establish a rolling window. Transfer the Q value of small window

to rolling window according to the formula (5) and turn (6);
(6) Conduct an exploration of the map using TQL until the target point is reached using formula (2)-(4);

Turn (3);
(7) According to the formula (2) - (4),using the TQL algorithm to do path planning study from the

departure point to the target point until the end of study.
(8) The end.

5. Simulation Experiments and Analysis
The simulation experiment is carried out under Visual C++ 2010, and the environment of simulation

experiment is as shown in Fig. 4. S represents the starting point of the robot, and D represents the target point.
The robot can only move up, down, left, and right, and each time moves one grid. Each experiment starts
when the robot is at the starting point and ends when the robot reaches the target point. At the beginning,
robot has no experiences in an unfamiliar environment, so the initial values in Q are all 0. The reward of
obstacles in environment is -300.The reward of edge of the map is -300.The reward of target point is 100,
others are -1. In experiment, is 0.5 and γ is 0.8.

Under the same circumstances with same starting and end points, robot respectively use Q-learning
based Boltzmann selection strategy and -greedy selection strategy(the value of  is set in stages) and TQL
algorithm to conduct experiment 400 times. Path length of each experiment is recorded. The experimental
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results are shown in Figure 5-8. In the charts, the ordinate represents length of path robot takes to get the
target point. The horizontal axis represents the number of iterations.

When the robot using Boltzmann selection strategy, robot could eventually converge to a path, but speed
of convergence is slow. When the distance between the state spaces is big or the environment has greater
complexity, the speed of convergence is even slower. As shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Boltzmann selection strategy. Fig. 6: Segmented -greedy strategy.

The learning process can quickly converge to an optimal path when the robot using TQL algorithm.
Robot has been updated Q value of all directions and selected the direction corresponding to maximum Q
value before it actually moved. TQL improves the efficiency of robot learning. The result is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7: TQL algorithm.

The solid line in Fig. 8 shows learning curve using knowledge transfer algorithm RWKT. As it is shown
in Fig.8,the learning curve is converged after 12 times when using RWKT method, which means the optimal
path is found; and which is after 33 times by TQL algorithm without using knowledge transfer. The 20 end
points is randomly generated, and then respectively using TQL-RWKT-RRL algorithm and TQL algorithm
without using knowledge transfer to find the optimal paths. The results of experiments are shown in Fig.9.As
it is shown that in most cases of 20 learning experiments, the iteration numbers in TQL-RWKT-RRL
algorithm are less than those in TQL algorithm. It illustrates that transfer learning can improve the learning
speed of Q-learning.

Fig. 8: The comparison between using and not using knowledge transfer algorithm.
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When robot uses segmented greedy  selection strategy, in early times, robot learns with smaller 

value of Є and has little probability to select the action with the maximum Q value. In the late times, robot 

learns with bigger value of Є. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.This method is faster than 

Boltzmann selection strategy, but it sometimes falls into "local trap".  



Fig. 9: The comparison between using and not using knowledge transfer algorithm.

TQL algorithm is a deterministic search algorithm, and it selects the next state with maximum Q value
each time. But the adequacy of the exploration is guaranteed because the Q value of all the corresponding
next states is updated at the same time at each exploration step, so the TQL algorithm does not fall into the
"local trap".

6. Conclusion
Aiming at the slow speed of convergence in reinforcement learning, this paper put forwards the TQL-

RWKT-RRL algorithm to improving the learning speed in Q-learning. TQL method improves the Q value
updating method in each episode, and RWKT method transfers the experience in small environment to
complex environment by means of rolling windows strategy. TQL-RWKT-RRL algorithm makes the robot
gain useful prior knowledge and the speed of robot learning is accelerated. Finally TQL-RWKT-RRL
algorithm is applied to the path-planning problem in large-scale complex environment. Simulation results
show that the convergence rate is greatly improved.
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